MEMBERSHIP

BE IT KNOWN TO ALL MEN, Governments, and Associations that this Association, after due deliberation and consideration hereby confirms the membership of the:

"National Delphic Council Belorussia"

within the
Republic of Belorussia

Fl. 30, Build. 9
Karbyshova St.
BY – 220119 Minsk
BELORUSSIA

as its lawful Member and Representative for it and its name, piece and stead and for its use and benefit.

To exercise all the powers necessary and desirable to promote, represent, and develop all aspects of strategic and cultural activity appertaining to pursuits of the Association which the National Delphic Council deems necessary and advisable in its judgement and at its sole discretion.

This AUTHORITY shall vest in this association for one year and remain valid throughout after submission of detailed registration to the International Delphic Council.

Witness the official signature and seal of the Association:

Berlin, first of April 1997

K. C. B. Kirby

Editor-in-Chief

INTERNATIONAL DELPHIC COUNCIL

Registered in Berlin - Charlottenburg, No. 150-2/2.